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The Methodological Question Being Addressed: Does real-world digital biosensor data have the 

potential to provide more sensitive assessment of MS disease progression and/or treatment response 

than traditional MS clinical outcomes and will patients find the biosensors burdensome during a 52-

week clinical trial? 

INTRODUCTION: Clinical trials in acute and chronic neurologic conditions traditionally rely on functional 

assessments using clinical scales that can be insensitive to treatment response.  Additionally, these 

assessments are generally performed in-clinic at distinct timepoints, and thus capture a patient’s 

function at a single timepoint versus activity in a real-world setting. In order to assess the relative 

sensitivity of real-world activity levels for detection of disease progression and/or treatment response 

compared with in-clinic assessments, we are using digital biosensors to passively collect activity data 

within two clinical trials in multiple sclerosis (MS). 

METHODS: Two Phase 2 clinical trials are currently being conducted to test the efficacy and safety of 

elezanumab in patients with relapsing (RADIUS-R, NCT03737851) or progressive (RADIUS-P, 

NCT03737812) forms of MS.  165 patients will be enrolled in RADIUS-R and 90 patients will be enrolled 

in RADIUS-P. The primary endpoint is the Overall Response Score (ORS) which includes the Expanded 

Disability Status Scale (EDSS), the timed 25-foot walk, and the 9-hole peg test in dominant and non-

dominant hand.  While ORS is an optimal clinical endpoint for detection of a treatment signal in a proof 

of concept trial, these assessments are performed in-clinic every 12 weeks.  In order to generate data on 

real-world activity levels, assessments of gait speed, step count and overall activity via BioStamp nPoint® 

wearable biosensors are included. The sensors are applied on the chest and thigh. There are standard 

data algorithms which generate step count, gait speed and vital signs data. We are collecting data over 

7-day intervals at Baseline and Weeks 24, 36, and 48.  Study sites received sensor training and site staff 

trained patients on how to apply, charge and re-apply sensors. Compliance with biosensor wear is 

critical to ensuring adequate data are captured to assess changes with treatment and compliance rates 

can be an indicator for how burdensome biosensor wear is for the patient. Patient verbal feedback 

related to biosensor wear will also be collected to further evaluate whether patients find the biosensors 

burdensome over the course of the 52-week trial. 

RESULTS: Currently available data from subjects completing the Baseline (n=115) and Week 24 (n=11) 7-

day wear intervals indicate a high level of compliance across sites (99-114%). These data suggest that 

training on and applying, wearing and charging the sensors has not been too burdensome for patients.   

CONCLUSION: To our knowledge, these are the first randomized clinical trials to incorporate BioStamp 

biosensors in MS patients to capture real-world activity.  The objective at the completion of the studies 

is to determine any differences between treatment groups in relation to clinical endpoints. There was a 

high level of compliance for the subjects that have completed the Baseline and Week 24 interval across 



all sites. Patients will continue to wear the sensors for additional 7-day intervals throughout the study 

and information on compliance across the duration of the study will be collected.   
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